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We are absolutely delighted to be fundraising this year with a Christmas 

Jumper Day on Wednesday 16th December. It's the first time we have tried 
anything like this and there is a real buzz with both staff and students about 

what knitted creations we will see on the day!  

We are running a series of workshops with Mr Spruce and Miss Pringle to 

allow students to design their own Christmas Jumper if they want to wear 

something unique with prizes for the 3 best efforts throughout the school!  

Watch this space for a fashion show if I can persuade the boys to be 

"Audenshaw's Next Top Model..."  

This work will be showcased between 3.30-4.30pm on the 16th December. 

We would love as many parents and carers to join us for a mince pie and 
coffee while looking at all the work produced. Festive music will be provided 

by the Brass Band and School Choir. It promises to be a super day! 

Mrs Shepherd 

Dear Families, 

 
It has been a busy term and I hope that this newsletter provides you with a 

flavour of just how exciting things have been here at Audenshaw School and 
the many and varied opportunities available to our students. 

 

I would like to take this opportunity to wish all our families a happy and safe 
holiday season and look forward to seeing you in the New Year. 

Mrs Saw 

Headteacher 

As well as raising money for the Syrian refugee crisis abroad, Audenshaw 

School will also be supporting a charity a little closer to home this Christmas 
as I have launched a shoe box appeal for the homeless of Manchester. 

"My brother has been involved with helping the homeless for the past 18 
months, and it has really opened my eyes to the plight of some of these 

people”. 

"So far I have received an amazing response from the sixth form, and as I 
launch it in each year assembly, I have a steady flow of shopping bags full 

of toiletries, and offers of support. The staff at Audenshaw have been 
extremely generous too, with one member of staff volunteering her services 

on Christmas day". 

I have asked the boys to buy an extra item whilst out shopping this 

Christmas, and the list of items required is available on the school website. 

Mr Jennings 

Charity Work 

Christmas Jumper Day 

http://www.audenshawschool.org.uk
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Restorative Justice Scheme 

This year we have the introduction 

of the golden Special Achievement 
Award. This award will only be 

issued by the Headteacher Mrs Saw 
in cases of outstanding special 

achievement.  

Restorative Justice Scheme 

Audenshaw School is very proud to be one of the few schools in the area who have implemented a Restorative 
Justice Scheme. Although the scheme is in its infancy, a number of staff and 20 Year 10 students have all been 

trained in the procedure with the aim being for them to identify and practice appropriate Restorative Approaches 
in an informal setting. They will be able to manage conflict and relationship issues, have the ability to develop 

preventative strategies and the skills to foster and develop Restorative behaviours with KS3 students thus 

assisting those said students to be more accountable and understanding of their actions. Restorative Justice 
encourages young people who commit offences to take responsibility for the harm and loss they have caused their 

victims; research shows that this is a major factor in reducing further offending. This involves the offender 
meeting the victim to explain their actions and apologise. It helps the victim to explain the problems it caused and 

hopefully reduce the fear of it happening again. 

Mrs Amato 

 

Special Achievement Award 

Adam Creek, Adam Preston, Ainsley Francis, Bayley Farrell, Basit Amir, Callum Rusholme, Harry Donoghue, Hasan 

Mohammed, Jack Brown, Jamie Forde, Jorge Budsworth, Josh Wright, Kurtis Roberts, Lewis Wilson, Liam Morgan, 
Nathan Rowbotham, Niall Pender, William Anderson, William McKenzie and Zac Whitehead.  
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Homework 
The completion of homework is a vital part of any child's education. It teaches students to work independently, to 

take responsibility for their own learning and ultimately results in better progress. For these very reasons, we track 
and monitor students who do not complete their homework. Students who have missed two pieces of homework will 

receive a letter home from their Year Leader and will be placed on green card report, with their form tutor, until the 
matter improves. 

 

As a school, we have made it simple for students and their parents / carers to check for 
any homework that has been set through Show My Homework. You should by now have 

received a letter with your personal log in details for the website. However, it is possible 
to access the Show My Homework school by simply clicking on the link on the school 

website.  
 

We understand the importance of homework and we like to celebrate success; that's why there have been over 800 

postcards sent home in this academic year alone; so look out for one of our 'Excellent Homework' postcards.  
 

Miss Breakell  

Assistant Headteacher (Behaviour and Safety) 

Year leaders have just launched our new inter-form competition. Students will now be recognised for all the ways 

they demonstrate the school values. 

Essentially, each form will collect positive points for attendance, effort grades, praise postcards sent home and   

VIVOs collected. Points will be deducted for poor attendance,  poor punctuality and negative behaviour logs. 

The highest performing form groups will be treated to prizes each term and there will be an ultimate prize of a trip/

visit, decided by our students, at the end of the year. 

The highest performing form groups so far are...... 

7Y  - 3958 

8D  - 3418 

9L  - 3052 

10L - 3090 

11Y - 3071 

New Inter-form Competition 

Best Form Attendance 2nd November—4th December 

 

Year 7 7D (Mr Jennings) = 98.6% 

Year 8 8L (Mrs Sykes) = 98.1% 

Year 9 9S (Mr Donnelly) = 97.4% 

Year 10 10D (Mr Wilkinson) = 98.5% 

Year 11 11D (Mme Lewis) = 99.1% 

Year 12 B (Mr Hartley) = 97.9% 
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Meet the Prefects 
“The Prefect team is an integral part of the Audenshaw School community as we help 

ensure the school is a safe and structured environment for all pupils. As Head Prefect I 
help oversee the daily operations of the Prefect team along with Deputy Head Prefects 

Thomas Haughton and Callum Bell. I listen to the issues of Prefects and Senior Prefects 
and liaise with teachers to resolve these. I and other Senior Prefects are responsible for 

their own team of Prefects who are posted around the school and we meet weekly on 

Thursdays to discuss what can be improved and to raise issues with Miss Dootson 
(Student Leadership Coordinator). The Prefect teams posted around the school maintain 

a clean and safe environment and restrict access to areas where pupils should not be at 
times such as break and dinner. Prefects are treated with respect and wearing the blue 

tie is a symbol of personal achievement at Audenshaw School. We look for new Prefects 
every year and only take on pupils who have a good behaviour record and an attitude 

to succeed” 

Games Club 
Our students have been spreading some festive cheer and thought provoking messages of peace.  

Each day, Mrs Aynsley invited students to come down to Games Club and 'get crafty', making beautifully decorated 
and personalised tree decorations. 

Take a look...... 

Jake Britner 11W 
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Adil Anwaar, Senior Prefect, 11L -  

Q- Why did you want to become a senior prefect? 

A- To encourage other students to demonstrate our school values. 

Q- What roles do you as a senior prefect take upon in the School? 

A- As a prefect I consistently maintain the organisation and standards of my prefect team, 

which I manage as a team we show respect to everyone in the school community. 

Q- Why do you enjoy being a senior prefect? 

A- I enjoy being a senior prefect as I'm a role model for several people directly, I'm able to guide Year 7 students 

into our school smoothly helping with issues and from becoming a senior prefect I have acted as a guide for many 
KS3 students. 

Barrett Jones, 10S:     

Q- Why did you want to become a prefect? 

A- I wanted to become a prefect because it will positively influence my CV as 
well as promoting me as a role model. 

Q- What roles do you as a prefect take upon in the School? 

A- As a prefect we monitor and enforce the behaviour of the students at Lunch time as well as demonstrating the 
school values. 

Q- Why do you enjoy being a prefect? 

A - I enjoy being a prefect because I’m given greater responsibility allowing me to be a better student and strive to 
make the school a better place. 

Meet the Prefects continued... 

Edited and created by Ainsley Francis 10A and Owen Rowbotham 10L  

Jonny Winbow, 11D: 

Q- Why did you want to become a prefect? 

A- To give back to our School community positively. 

Q- What roles do you as a prefect take upon in the School? 

A- As prefects I impact the school’s impressions for visitors, staff and parents 

as best as I can. We help out at events to give good impressions and help in the running of our school. 

Q- Why do you enjoy being a prefect? 

A- I love being a prefect because it means that I'm aiding the School whilst being a positive role model to others. 
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Thanks to all those adventurous readers who got out there and photographed themselves reading this 
summer.  
 
Once again, the entries were wild and in some cases baffling! It's great to see so many of you having so 
much fun. It was really difficult deciding on second and third place as there were many varied and 
interesting entries. It lead to an argument in the staffroom that for next year we should have a number of 
different awards. For example: most unusual, funniest, most bizarre. 
 
We decided to go with Jolan Bennett, a regular competitor who has been runner up in the past. This year 
he was reading from the White House podium - very at home and sophisticated he looks too!  
 
Second place goes to Tuesday Downes in our sixth form, who managed to co-ordinate reading with 
feeding a seagull; impressive multi-tasking! 
 
But this year's winner was obvious from the moment I opened the attachment; it made me shriek in 
surprise! I am so pleased that he walked safely away from his encounter and was able to be in the 
photograph looking so relaxed. Congratulations to Sunil Mistry who read back to back with a sleeping 
tiger! Warning: tigers are wild animals and you should not go and find yourself a cuddly tiger to read 
with. No seriously, don't! Sunil wins the Cineworld and Nandos vouchers and a very worthy winner he is 
too. 
 
Students also had the opportunity to vote for the staff winner; runners up were raining champion Mrs 
Sykes, Mr Cunningham but the prize went to Miss Dootson for her attempt at reading under water! 
 
Start thinking about your entry for next year's competition. The early bird catches the worm! 

Mrs Watkinson 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

Extreme Reading 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr Cunningham 

Mrs Sykes Jolan Bennet 

Miss Dootson 

Sunil Mistry 
Tuesday Downes 
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September is Bookbuzz time! We are pleased to offer our students the 
opportunity to take home a free book as part of the Bookbuzz 
scheme. This year we have offered it to both year seven and eight 
students and our year eight students are really pleased to be having a 
second turn at it. Students make a choice from a selection of modern 
engaging reads and they are able to keep the book and enjoy reading 
it in their own time. 
 
The order has been placed and we eagerly await the lovely job of 
handing out the books to their excited owners in the next few weeks. 
 

Mrs Watkinson  

Library 

Learning Resource Centre 

Work is almost complete on the creation of a Learning Resource Centre.  The refurbishment took place 

over the summer and we are now in the process of furnishing the building ready for the grand opening.  

This building will be accessible to students before and after school and also during lunch time.  

English 
We had a lot of fun celebrating Roald Dahl day this year.  A 
number of students entered our tricky Roald Dahl quiz, 
testing their knowledge on the stories he’s written and his 
background. Of all the entries we received, George Coleville’s 
was pulled out of the hat to make him the proud winner of a 
book and chocolate bar.   
 
We also held a vote for the favourite Roald Dahl book and 
the school’s outright winner was: Charlie and the Chocolate 
Factory.   
 
Thanks to all those who visited the Library to cast their votes. 

Mr Cunningham 

Curriculum Leader (English) 
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English continued... 
On Friday 16th October 2015, 24 year 9 and 10 students went on an enrichment excursion to London. The main 

purpose of the trip was for a guided tour of the Houses of Parliament but there was also time for some sightseeing 

too. 

After a long journey we arrived in London and the first port of call was Trafalgar Square. The boys were given the 

freedom to explore the area and they were impressed with the various street artists and the impressive 

architecture. The boys took the opportunity to pose with the famous lion statues (which are apparently made from 

the recycled bronze from captured French canons!) and a friendly secure guard allowed them to scale part of 

Nelson’s Column. The students were perfectly behaved and even made some new friends with students from a 

visiting French school. 

The walk to Westminster was an opportunity to catch a glimpse of some famous London landmarks and the boys 

made great use of their phones snapping pictures of The Mall, Downing Street, Horse Guards and the Admiralty. 

The walk was long but worth it!  

At Westminster the boys were impressed by the architecture of the building and felt very privileged to walk 

through Black Rod’s garden and into the famous Houses of Parliament. The boys were given a brief history of how 

the modern day political system developed in this country and how much blood was shed in order to gain the 

rights we have. 

Pictures were not allowed during the tour for security reasons but the trip was very memorable. The students were 

taken to the House of Commons and were able to view a 

live debate about housing conditions. This gave them a 

better understanding of how decisions are made and the 

daily process of politics. Detailed tours were also given of 

the House of Lords and the areas of the house set aside 

for the monarch. The boys asked lots of questions and 

were left with clearer view of how to make their voice 

heard. 

The final stop of the tour was the oldest part of the 

House, Westminster Hall which is 1000 years old. The 

boys were impressed at the size of the hall and how it is 

still used as a venue for speakers, namely Pope Benedict 

XVI, Barack Obama and the Queen in recent years.  

Overall, it was an interesting and exciting trip and the boys returned to Audenshaw with a greater understanding 

of the United Kingdom’s past, present and future. 

 

Miss Sheridan 

Lead Practitioner (English) 
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Maths 

ECDL: An exciting ICT opportunity for all year 11 students 

During this coming months all students will be offered the opportunity to complete an ECDL ICT qualification, this 
is a very short, high impact, GCSE equivalent qualification which will demonstrate your son’s digital literacy. It is a 

high quality, internationally-recognised qualification, validated and approved by academic and global experts, and 
valued by employers around the world. This course is often referred to as 'industry standard' and we would highly 

recommend that your son takes advantage of this valuable opportunity. 

The Big Push - Year 11 mocks are here! 

It has given myself and Mr Harrison great pleasure to meet with each and every one of the year 11 students in the 

last week or so. Seeing such a positive and clear thinking set of boys has underlined the true quality we have 
coming through the school.  During these meetings the students’ projected grades were discussed with them and 

guidance offered to help prioritise their revision through the mocks and beyond. With our first Key Stage 4 alert 
evening at the beginning of the month a real success, we look forward to meeting more parents at the next alert 

evening on 1st March 2016. 

Mr Watkinson 

Leader of Student Achievement (KS4) 

 
KS3 students accelerating progress. 

We held our first KS3 progress evening in October attended by 
over 100 students in year 8 and 9. Parents, students and 

teachers met to discuss how progress could be improved. 

Teachers shared revision tips and resources, gave access to 
subject specific learning resources like Mathswatch, GCSE POD, 

GCSE Bitesize and also encouraged an active learner approach. 
Feedback from parents and students was excellent. Some of the 

feedback “very informative and a brilliant idea”, “this will help 

us to encourage our son”, “a lot happier with this process” to 
quote a few. Actions were logged and agreed and will be measured and monitored prior to the next progress 

evening in the New Year. If any parent feels they would like to discuss progress with their son's teacher this can 
be organised with a prearranged meeting. 

Mr Whitehead 

Leader of Student Achievement (KS3) 

A-level Maths/Further Maths 

Year 13 Enhanced Problem Solving Day – University of Manchester 

Three of Audenshaw School’s Further Maths students took part in a one day course at the University of Manchester 

on Monday 12 October. 

The “Enhanced Problem Solving Day” was attended by Year 13 students Alex Hughes, Luke Piper and Lee Wyche, 

and Mr Hartley from the school’s Maths department. They worked alongside fellow A-level Maths students and 

teachers from other schools and colleges in the North West. 

The course was aimed at students who are thinking of applying to study Mathematics, engineering or related 

university courses for which a very high proficiency in mathematical problem solving is required. During the course 

of the day, the students worked on many problems, including STEP questions, individually, in pairs and in small 

groups – often with a competitive element (STEP is an exam paper which university Maths applicants are often 

required to take by the top universities). 

The day was very enjoyable and beneficial, with all three students having worked on their mathematical problem 

solving techniques. 

A taster of a couple of the problems: 

1. Prove that if you subtract 1 from any square number, other than 4, the result is  never a prime number. 

2. Find all real solutions of the equation  

Mr Murphy 

Curriculum Leader (Maths) 
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Science 
The start of the 2015 academic year has seen all KS3 students begin their course with an in depth 
practical skills unit. This unit was enjoyed immensely by all students and included the use of Bunsen 
burner, introduction to working with lab chemicals, experience of dissection and analysis of scientific data, 
and the production of some outstanding cell models by our year 7 students.   

There will be many exciting opportunities for students to participate in extra-curricular Science activities 
this year.  This will include the extended homework projects for year 7 and 8 with additional support after 
school (keep an eye out on the website for details to be uploaded).  Science club has now started every 
Wednesday for Year 7 and 8.  Year 9 and 10 students will also be given the opportunity to gain a crest 
award through their participation in the Stem club (http://www.britishscienceassociation.org/crest-silver).   

Year 10 and 11 students will be visiting the GCSE Science live event where they have the opportunity to 
listen to the work of prestigious Scientists, and Year 12 and 13 will be partaking in the National Biology 
and Chemistry Olympiad.  This academic year will provide many new and exciting experiences within 
Science and I urge every student to get involved! 

Miss Guilfoyle  

Curriculum Leader (Science) 

Nathan Bell 
Jacob Hadfield 

Form 7W 

http://www.britishscienceassociation.org/crest-silver
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MFL 

The new Foreign Language Assistants have now arrived at Audenshaw School and will be visiting your classes soon. 

 
Both Jerome and Miguel will be working in Language classes to help students with their conversation skills. For GCSE 

students they will be helping prepare for the speaking Controlled Assessments. 
 

Please make sure that you make them feel welcome when you meet them. They have come a very long way to  

come and help our students with their language skills. 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Mr Bannatyne 

Curriculum Leader (MFL) 

The MFL department is delighted to announce the launch of our Audenshaw Language Leader Award, which will 

run from September 2015 as an extra-curricular enrichment activity for selected students from all Key stages. This 
programme is supported by Routes into Languages, a consortium of universities working together with schools and 

colleges, to enthuse and encourage people to study languages.  
 

The programme involves students developing their teaching skills and making 3 visits to a feeder primary school to 

teach languages.  Students will also become language ambassadors for the school and will help to raise the profile 
of the MFL department at Audenshaw School and within our community.  

 
The scheme will enable students to gain leadership skills and develop the confidence, self-discipline and resilience 

they need to face the challenges of Higher Education and the world of work.  Above all, it will also showcase the 
amazing language ability of many of our boys in French, Spanish and other languages spoken by our pupils. 

 

This is an exciting time for the Audenshaw language department. Further announcements will be made through the 
school website and twitter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Miguel is from Jaén in 

Andalucia which is in 

South-Central Spain. 

The city is known as 

the world capital of 

olive oil because it is 

the biggest producer. 

You’ll know Miguel 

when you see him as 

he is taller than most 

members of staff. He is 

interested in Basketball 

and Shakespeare 

Jerome is Breton. This 

means that he is from 
Brittany in the north-west 

of France. He has been 
studying at the University 

of Nantes but is originally 

from Vannes. He plans to 
become an English teacher 

in France. He is very well 
travelled and has lived in 

Gabon and French Guiana.  
Gabon is in West Africa, on 

the Equator and French 

Guiana is in South America, 
close to Brazil. In both 

countries, French is widely 
spoken. 
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Design Technology  
Design Technology  

As the new Mr Bond I now have responsibility for a prodigiously successful Design and Technology Department, 
producing results well above those achieved nationally. This has been brought about through having teachers and 

a technician willing to go that extra mile for students.  
 

Over the summer we have seen a major part of the refurbishment completed of the D&T classrooms, bringing a 

fresh smart look throughout. This will no doubt spur on our talented current Yr11's to produce an outstanding set 
of results.  

 
We have already purchased a Router for the Department, ready for all year groups to produce their creative ideas.  

I am excited about the future of our Design and Technology Department, and hope to share in lots of fun and   
success with you.  

Mr Aston  

Curriculum Leader (DT) 
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History 
Battlefields Trip, 9-11 July 2015 

Between Thursday 9 and Saturday 11 

July, Mr Howard, Miss Dootson, Miss 

Bellini, Miss Green, Mr Tupman and 

Mr Young accompanied 65 Year 10 

students to Belgium and Northern 

France to visit some of the key 

battlefields of World War One. The 

trip is designed to support the 

students’ Controlled Assessment in 

Year 11, which studies the role of the 

British armed forces in both World Wars. 

 

After travelling overnight our first stop was Ypres, in 

Belgium, an area the British Army held for most of the 

First World War at great cost, due to it’s strategic 

importance as a railhead and a gateway to the Channel 

ports. We first visited a Commonwealth cemetery at 

Lijssenthoek, which had been the sight of a British field 

dressing station, just behind the front lines. It’s the 

second largest Commonwealth War Graves Commission 

(CWGC) cemetery in Belgium, with over 10,000 graves. 

Our guides, Emrys and Simon, explained the stories of 

some of the people buried there to give the visit context, 

including that of Major Frederick Tubb, awarded the VC 

at Galippoli, Private William Baker, executed for desertion 

in 1918 and Staff Nurse Nellie Spindler, killed on 

21st August 1917 by a stray shell as she worked in the 

Field Hospital.  

 

Our next stop was the small preserved German trench 

system at Bayernwald, part of a much larger long 

disappeared trench network where a Bavarian Regiment 

had spent large parts of the war, including Corporal Adolf 

Hitler. The site includes excavations of the original 

trenches, which the students could walk through to get 

an idea of trench warfare and preserved concrete 

bunkers, as well as the entrance to a German mine that 

was dug under no-mans land to place explosives under 

British trenches.  

 

Our final visit of the day was to the CWGC cemetery at 

Tyne Cot, the largest Commonwealth cemetery anywhere 

in the world. Of the 11,954 burials in Tyne Cot cemetery, 

8,367 are unidentified. This figure helps to tell the 

appalling story of the Battle of Passchendaele, which 

took place here. Many of the soldiers could not be 

identified due to the ferocity of the fighting and a further 

34,000 soldiers, whose bodies were never found, are 

remembered on a memorial in the cemetery. From Tyne 

Cot it’s possible to see how the Commonwealth troops 

fought their way over many months through the mud up 

the Passchendaele Ridge to finally capture the German 

defences and bunkers, which form part of the cemetery. 

Our guides explained the role of the CWGC and how the 

Battle of Passchendaele serves as a terrible reminder of 

the futility of war. Of the approximately 400,000 

Commonwealth troops killed here, over 90,000 have no 

known grave. 

 

That evening we took part in a 

remembrance service with other 

English schools at a war memorial in 

the village of Passchendaele, where 

accompanied by a Scottish Piper, 

several of our students laid a wreath 

of remembrance and Miss Dootson 

and Jake Britner were asked to read.  

 

We stayed in the Lille area of Northern France overnight 

and on the Friday visited the Somme Battlefields. We 

went to the frontline trenches from where the Accrington 

and Sheffield Pals made their way over the top on the 

murderous first day of the Battle of the Somme in 1916, 

the preserved Canadian trenches at Newfoundland Park, 

the Ulster Tower and the site of the enormous Lochnager 

Crater, created by a huge explosion caused by a series of 

underground tunnels mined by the British as part of the 

Somme offensive. 

 

On the Saturday, before we started our long journey 

home we visited an underground network of tunnels 

used by the British in The Battle of Arras to hide 20,000 

soldiers and several locations involved in the fighting to 

take Vimy Ridge. The trip left a great impression on us 

all and the department is already planning our next visit 

to the battlefields for July 2016, which will coincide with 

the Centenary Anniversary of the Battle of the Somme.  

Mr Howard 

Curriculum Leader (History and Politics) 
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Geography 
Fancy expanding your Geography knowledge and making new friends…come to Geography Explorers Club! We meet 

Wednesday lunch time in MG11 for games, quizzes, expanding our map skills and much more.  
 

You don’t need to be a regular to join us, everyone is welcome. For all you creative souls, we will be building models 
of globes, and those aspiring journalists, we will be looking at where Geography appears in the news, ultimately 

creating our own display board for everyone in the school to see. But don’t worry if you don’t fancy any of those, 

there will always be a chance to have a go at Miss Hopkins’ Geography brain teaser of the week.   

Miss Hopkins 

RE 

Year 10 Students Build their own Favelas 

Year 10 Geography students have been studying Favelas in Brazil as part of their GCSE module on People in Urban 
Environments. Favelas in Rio de Janeiro have had increasing media attention over the last few years as the city 

hosted the Football World Cup and is set to host the Olympic Games in 2016. 
 

I asked the boys in my class to bring in cardboard boxes and other junk that we could use to carry out a building 

exercise. Students were then split into groups and instructed to use the junk they had brought to construct their 
own Favelas. They were only given 40 minutes to complete the task. 

 
During the activity I was particularly impressed with the knowledge they had retained from previous lessons. The 

end results were excellent and clearly reflected the characteristics of these spontaneous settlements. Cardboard 
buildings were precariously grouped together on slopes with electricity wires fashioned from straws, string or pipe 

cleaners. 

 
Students worked well in teams to complete the challenge, I am sure this activity will help them to remember Favelas 

for years to come!  

Mrs Sykes 

We are pleased to be up and running with our ethical debate course for Y10 students. This 6 week course provides 

the students with the opportunity to learn about, discuss and analyse some very important issues which have a 

huge effect on society today.  

 

We started the course looking at the for and against arguments for Capital Punishment, before looking at the rights 

and treatment of animals and concluding with whether or not we should legalise Euthanasia. Students have made 

fantastic contributions to these debates and have learnt some key skills in critical thinking.  

  

RE short course is also still available for students who wish to gain a GCSE qualification. Mrs Brookes meets with 

students after school on Tuesdays to go through all the topics needed for the course. If you think that you would 

like to do this course, come on a Tuesday and Mrs Brookes will help you go through what has been missed so far.   

 

Mrs Brookes 

Curriculum Leader (RE and Life Skills) 
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Music 

On the evening of Friday 6th November, one of our Year 11 student rock bands performed in their first paid gig in 

Manchester. Mr Thompson went to watch them in Factory on Princess Street and was very impressed by how hard 
they have worked and how well they all performed.  Named 'The Offset' and fronted by Ethan Dowse, with Sam 

Cunliffe and Ryan Moss on guitar, Tom Stanley on bass and McKenzie Jackson on drums, all are GCSE music 
students and will be performing both a solo and an ensemble piece as part of the course.  The band played a great 

set of popular covers and a very promising original song.  We look forward to hearing more of them in the 

upcoming Christmas Concert on Wednesday 16th December!  Tickets are free for adults and students but must be 
obtained from Mr Thompson or Mr Taylor in the Music Department. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Students in Year 7 have been developing their composing and 

performing skills through rhythmic pieces played on their own 

instruments as part of the new STOMP topic.  A special 
mention goes to Daniel Roberts (7A), Joe Nelson, Benjamin 

Mound and Jay Patel (7L) and to Blake Wood, Thamzid Karim 
and Macawley Williams-Kivel (7W) for their particularly creative 

designs.  

The passion, dedication and commitment continues throughout 

the music department and the excitement of the upcoming 

events and opportunities is clearly evident on a daily basis for 
all involved.  
 

Mr Thompson 

 

 

Music  

The new academic year has seen preparation for the school show to commence. Auditions have been held, parts 
have been cast and the show band have been busy rehearsing. ‘Bugsy Malone’ features the famous up tempo 

razzmatazz classics such as Fat Sam’s Grand Slam, Tomorrow, Down and Out and So You Want to be a Boxer to 
name a few. Students have already been practising before and after school and are enjoying the challenges and 

musical intricacies the vibrant score poses.  

 
On 1st December we performed at Manchester Cathedral in a Christmas charity concert supporting the purchasing 

of medical equipment for children. This showcased our ensembles and soloists as we performed in the prestigious 
venue. Our vocalists and instrumentalists performed a massed piece specially arranged for the occasion. It was a 

truly spectacular event and a fabulous experience for all involved.  
 

The music department is delighted with the number of students wishing to be part of the extra curricular 

programme. We have a record number of students learning an instrument and have had to take on extra 
peripatetic teaching staff as a result of the enthusiasm and interest we have at present. A new strings teacher has 

been appointed which now means we offer lessons on an even further diverse selection of instruments. The 
department is always lively and busy and ensembles are continually growing in stature and quality.  

 

The implementation of a new music curricula for Year 9 is allowing students to develop key musical skills in 
listening, performing and composing. The most recent Pop Music topic provides the opportunity to explore genres 

throughout the decades and recognise defining features of popular culture and songs that influenced and shaped 
the musical world. Compositions using studio software allow students to put theory into practice in a creative and 

expressive format.  

Mr Taylor 

Curriculum Leader (Music) 
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Art 

 

KS3 Art Homework Club 
 

Every Thursday after school in MG17 Y7, 8 and 9 
students are welcomed into the Art department to 

complete their homework. Support is available with 

specific homework tasks and students have access to the 
full range of materials to enable them to complete 

homework to the highest standard possible.  
 

If you haven’t already, come down and take advantage 
of this opportunity to help you to raise your homework 

marks. 

 

 

On 30th September practising artist Ian Murphy visited 

the Art department to work with both A Level and GCSE 
students.  

 
The classroom was filled with the artist’s original artwork, 

in the form of sketchbooks, large scale drawings and 

canvas’s for students to view and discuss.  
 

Students had a really enjoyable and productive day, 
working at a fast pace to produce a series of mixed 

media and Graphite based drawings, which will form a 
vital part of their coursework portfolios. 

 

 

 

 

The Art Department has undergone a full refurbish-
ment. All  storage cupboards, worktops and sinks 

have been replaced, including built in areas for the 

safe storage of student work and art folders.  

Classrooms have all been kitted out with new stools 

and large tables to enable the easy production of 
large scale work and the new lighting means that 

class rooms are now a bright and airy environment to 
work in.  

 

Mrs Anders  

Curriculum Leader (Art) 
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ICT Update  
Exciting times are ahead for Audenshaw and it’s ICT facilities! After a thorough and very detailed planning and 

consulting period, we are coming to the end of installing an industry standard solution with cutting edge technology, 
which has the same simple functionality of Facebook, while at the same time the security and safety equal to that of 

a bank.  

We have invested heavily in this solution which has been designed with one thought; “Create an anywhere, anytime 

and platform independent solution to allow all students to fulfil their potential”. 

What does this mean for the students?  It means that all the boys will have access to the very latest software from 
Microsoft and Adobe as well any subject specific programs which would normally only be able to be used in school. 

This will be fully accessible from anywhere in school (via a wireless network), at home, on the bus, quite simply 
anywhere with an Internet connection.  It does not matter which device you use either, it has been designed to 

work on a PC, an Apple Mac, an iPad, an Android device, even a games console! 

The speed of the network has been increased to allow up to 1,000 users accessing the system at the same time. 

Proof of concept rooms have been installed in school and some students 

have been helping with the design of how they look and feel. Installation 
procedures have now come to an end and we went live on 2nd November. 

The Future 

This new equipment will allow a major shift in the curriculum offered to all 

students, we will be offering an all new computing syllabus, being 

introduced from year 7, Computing and ICT is being offered at KS4, and 
starting from September 2016 A-level Computing. Is the next Alan Turing, 

Steve Jobs or Bill Gates about to come out of Audenshaw, who knows, 
but there is no reason why they can’t!  With the equipment and 

curriculum which has been provided, there is no limit to what is possible. 

Comments 

“I work for a major high-street bank and we are moving to a system using the very same technology, I am very 

impressed indeed, I was not expecting to see this level of technology in a school”  

Prospective Parent Y12 Open evening September 2015 

Some classes have been involved in the beta testing of the new System; 

The new school computer system has helped a lot with my coursework as it is a lot faster and extremely reliable. I 

have had no issues with the new system so far and I have enjoyed it. Now we have moved to windows 8.1 and the 

new version of Microsoft Office it has been easier to use and quicker to type, so all of my work is done faster.  
Overall I am very impressed and thankful of the school for investing in this new equipment. 

Brandon Edwards 11A 

Overall, I think the new ICT system is excellent. It provides us with the most up-to-date software available. This 

system also makes it very easy to save Word which I can access at home with OneDrive installed on the PC, 

allowing me to simply save my work and open it where I left off at home. The fact we are on a newer version of 
Windows means the computers are now user friendly. The computer performance and internet speed are both 

significantly faster, allowing me to do my work with no restrictions 

William Gwynne 11A 

Mr Doyle 

Curriculum Leader (ICT and Computing) 
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PE 

The newly refurbished changing rooms 

and corridor area in the PE department 
have made a massive difference.   

The lighting is much improved, the new 
changing benches, wall covering and paint 

make the place look brand new and 

students have found it a really nice place 
to be. However the "star of the show" in 

PE is the newly refurbished weight training 
gymnasium. A complete redecoration, 

flooring and state of the art weights and 
cardio equipment has transformed the 

facility into one that any school or 

commercial gym would be jealous of.  The 
lunchtime and after school sessions are 

well attended and the staff are also 
enjoying the opportunity to work out after 

school.  

Students start to be introduced to the gym 
in Year 8 and from Year 9 students have 

timetabled PE lessons on fitness training in 
the gym. 

 

Mr Donnelly 

Curriculum Leader (PE) 

Careers 
Trip to Old Trafford. 

25 students from years 10-12 attended a PIXL (partners in excellence) conference on “How to get into the best 
universities in the country” hosted at Old Trafford.  

 
Students learned about different degree specialisms and how to beat the competition for a place at one of the 

Russell Group Universities. Guest speakers representing Manchester University and Oxford & Cambridge University 

were in attendance and gave the students some useful advice on the application process and life at one of the 
country’s top universities.  

Mr Cant & Mrs Shepherd. 
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Summer School 
What a success! This summer, Audenshaw School 

provided a summer camp for year 6 students to help 

with the unsettling transition between primary and 

secondary school. It was amazing and a huge enjoyment 

for all! Including our prefect helpers who volunteered 

their support throughout the week and a model for the 

students, of our standards at Audenshaw. 

The start of the week included vital getting to know you 

games. The students worked together in small groups 

asking questions and telling each other about 

themselves. This broke down many worries and fears 

from the start and the students began to find friends.  

To provide links to literacy, a workshop around 

Shakespeare’s plays was provided and the students were able to explore drama strategies, reading and writing 

scripts, working in a group and expressing themselves. We were able to discover some new talents and they have 

found themselves being head hunted for the school production of ‘Bugsy’ this Christmas! 

To provide numeracy links, the happy puzzle company came into school to develop problem solving skills and 

collaboration. It was enjoyed by all and we were able to highlight some number smart students. 

By the end of the week, the students had 

begun to work well together and we all felt 

more comfortable in the secondary school 

environment. So we celebrated this with a 

trip to the football Museum in Manchester. In 

order to provide enrichment opportunities for 

the students we included a journey on a 

train and then a connecting tram. It was a 

new experience for many and enabled a valuable platform for a conversation about new and exciting adventures 

that lie ahead. 

To provide the physical, kinaesthetic learners a time to achieve, we had an outdoor water sports day. It was a wet 

but fun day. Again we had students who shone and they were stars in the outdoors. It was about team work, 

resilience, self discipline and bucket loads of trust! Our future leaders and strong team workers were identified and 

valued. 

To close, we held a celebration assembly and invited all the parents to come along and share our experiences. 

There were many tears and laughs, alongside a time for parents to communicate any worries or concerns. 

Certificates and rewards were given to students who 

demonstrated throughout the week, any of the values of the 

school. 

Overall, the summer camp was a huge success. It aided the 

transition process for the students involved by providing vital 

information before the students began year 7, for them and 

for us. We will be catching up with the boys throughout the 

year and they will be helping us to develop an even better 

summer camp for next year. 

Mrs Martin 
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The Year 10 Catering students showing off their new professional chef jackets and skull caps in preparation for 

their GCSE course. 

 

Mr Tupman 

 

Food Technology 

Quiche Lorraine 

 

Mr Tupman’s Recipe 

Instructions 

1. To make the pastry, put all the dry ingredients into a 

mixing bowl and rub together until the mixture looks 

like breadcrumbs, add the cold water gradually and 

mix to a firm dough.     

2. Line a 7 inch flat tin. 

3. To prepare the filling beat the eggs in a basin adding 

seasoning, cheese and milk. 

4. Melt the butter in a small saucepan, add the diced 

bacon and onions. 

5. Cook slowly until golden then put the contents of the 

saucepan into the pastry case.  

6.  Cook in the oven (gas mark 5 or electric 190 

degrees) until firm and golden brown for 30—35 

minutes. 

7. Serve hot or cold.  

 

Feedback  I hope you’ve enjoyed this newsletter! 

I welcome your views and feedback so should you have any comments on the contents of the newsletter, 

please contact us via: talkback@audenshaw.tameside.sch.uk.                                               Mrs Saw, Headteacher 

Ingredients   
Serves 4-6 
 

For the pastry 

 180g plain flour 

 90g butter 

 30g cooking fat 

 Pinch of salt 

 Cold water to mix 

 

 
 

For the filling 

 1 egg 

 50g grated cheese 

 100ml milk 

 60g bacon 

 1 small onion  

 15g butter (or veg oil) 

 

   


